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As part of the IMSS Oracle R12 upgrade project the Web Internal Charges (WIC) and the Personal Internal Charges (PIC) have been redesigned. The WIC and PIC processes have not been changed, but there is a different look and feel between the former version (11i) and the new version (R12).

Summary of Changes

- Navigation
- Forms
  - Look and feel
  - Number of transactions per page
  - List of Values (LOV)

Navigation

In the 11i WIC/PIC the user logs into access.caltech, goes into Oracle Applications, and chooses the appropriate responsibility. In R12, however, the WIC and PIC are an application within access.caltech.
To navigate to the forms in 11i the user must first choose the appropriate WIC/PIC responsibility and then choose a function, e.g., Create New WIC:

In R12, however, all functions available to the user are located in the same area. Clicking on the function will open the appropriate form.

Navigation to WIC Entry Form:
Navigation to PIC Entry Form:
Forms

The most obvious change to the WIC/PIC forms is the color scheme. Other changes in R12 include:

1. Application menu always shown on the left of the web browser.
2. Change in style of icons
3. Relocation of action buttons from the bottom of the WIC/PIC to the header portion of the form (Save button also at the bottom of the form)
4. Limit of 20 rows of transaction shown to a page with ability to navigate to next group of 20 rows.
5. Addition of Copy Line icon to left side of row